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Abstract

A finite and gauge invariant nonlocal quantum electrodynamics is constructed within the

framework of the square-root operator formalism in which mass of spinor particles has random

distributional character with the definite probability measure. It is shown that charge distribu-

tion of a charged spinor with random mass (or its wave function is spread-out over space- time)

leads to the change of the Coulomb law at short distances and to the nonlocal electromagnetic

interaction.
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1 Introduction

Recently, the square-root operator formalism proposed by Weyl (1927) is used in modern particle

theory (Smith, 1993) in particular, in applications of the Bethe-Salpeter equation to bound

states of quarks (Castorina et ai., 1984; Friar and Tomusiak, 1984; Nickisch et al., 1984), in

problems of binding in very strong fields ( Hardekopf and Sucher, 1985; Papp, 1985) and of the

relativistic string (bosonic)(Kaku, 1988; Fiziev, 1985). In a previous paper (Namsrai, 1998) we

have proposed a simple method allowing us to work with the square-root operator and to give its

physical interpretation. The purpose of this work is to study local and nonlocal electromagnetic

interactions of charged spinors with photons within this scheme. Let us give a basic idea of our

method. We have found a solution of the field equation

v/m2 - Dip(x) = 0 (1)

in the form
m

<p(x) = I d\p(X)^(x, A) (2)
—m

where ip(x, A) is the Dirac spinor field with the random mass A and the distribution

p(X) = i (m 2 - A2)"V2 ( 3 )

possesses remarkable properties

m m m

f d\p(\) = 1, I d\\p{\) = 0, ( d\\2p{\) = im2, (4)
— m —171 —771

The Lagrangian corresponding to the equation (1) is given by

v (5)

Instead of (5) we have considered the Lagrangian density

L% = -N{^(x,A1)(-S)V(x,A2) +L%) (6)

for the ip{x, A) field. Here notation

m m

N= J J d\ld\2P(\l)p(\2),d = i^J^ (7)
—m —m



is used. Equations of motion

m m

f dXp(X)(d-X)xp(x,X) = 0, f dXp(X) (i^jf'^Y + X$(x,X)) = 0 (8)
J J V ox" J

—77i — m

for the ip(x, A) fields can be obtained from the action

r

by using independent variations over the fields ip(yi A) and ip(y, A) by taking the difference

8L°1,/8tp(y,X) and 8(L°^)T/8ip(y,X). Here we have used the following obvious relations

and definition

It is easily seen that the propagator of the field ip(x) in (1) is given by

\/m2-UD{x) = -8{-i\x) (9)

or

D(x) = —. *• 8^4)(x) = - f dXp(X)—^8{4)(x) = f d\p(X)S(x,X) (10)
v/m2 - • i J X + d J

—m —m

In the momentum representation expression (10) takes the form

m

D(p)= I dXp(X)S(X,p) (11)
—m

where

is the spinor propagator with mass A in momentum space. In expressions (10) and (12) we have

used the definitions

d — iY gfir and p = ^vpv

On the other hand, the propagator of the field tp(x) in the representation (2) can be obtained

by using the T-product:

D{x-y)=<0\T{<p{x)<p*{y)}\0>=
TYI tn

= I J dX1dX2p(X1)P(X2) < 0|r{^(ar,Ai)^(y,A2)} |0 > (13)
—m - m

It is natural to assume that

0|T {t/»(ar, AO^y, A2)} |0 > = 8(X, - X2)S(x - y,X1)/p(Xl) (14)



where S(x, A) is the Dirac spinor propagator of the random mass A. So that definition (13)

yields relation (10) as it should be.

Thus, we see that the square-root Klein-Gordon equation (1) describes the extended object

(2) over mass value with the definite distribution (3).

2 Square-Root Local Quantum Electrodynamics

Introducing electromagnetic interaction into the square-root formalism is similar to the local

theory. In order to ensure invariance of the Lagrangian (6) with respect to the local gauge

transformation

^'(x,X)=e-ief^{x,X) (15)

the gauge field Afl(x) should be introduce into it with the transformation rule

As a rule, the standard procedure of changing d^ij) —» (d^ — ieA^)^ in (6) leads to the interaction

Lagrangian

Lin{x) = eN yp{x, Xi)A{x)ip(x, A2) | (17)

in our case, where A = y^A^lx) and N is given by (7). With (17) the 5-matrix can be

constructed by the usual rule:

5 = Expec .Texp i / d4xLin{x) \ (18)
{A,} U J

where the symbol T is the so-called T-produc t or T*-operat ion defined by (14) for the spinor

fields. Expec. means to take expecta t ion value over the r andom variables X{. In the square-root

formalism, random variables Aj entering into the definition of the spinor propagator wi th mass

Xi are not independent and have s t rong correlations between them. In other words, functions

S(x, Xi) are some stochastic processes over the variable X{. Expecta t ion values of these processes

are defined by the requirement of the gauge invariance of the theory and possess some propert ies

like white noise ones. For example, at least for connected diagrams in the m o m e n t u m space one

assumes
m

Expec. [b(p)} = j dXp(X)S(p, A), (19)
—m

m m

Expec. ljl/lD(p\)'j'/2D(p2)j'/3 [ = - / / <£\idA2p(Ai)p(A2)x

—m —m

- A 2 )
V 1 S ^ X ^ ^ ( p 2 , A2)7 3) =



= I dXp(X) {7"
15(pi,\)Y2S{h, Ah"3}

and so on. In the general case, one gets

Expec.

m

= j dXp(X) {-yVlS(pi,\)'f*...'fnS{pn,Aft""*1} (20)
—m

Definitions (19) and (20) grant the gauge invariance of the local quantum electrodynamics in

the square-root formalism. Indeed, in the language of the perturbation theory (or the Feynman

diagrammatical techniques) the gauge invariance of the " square-root" local QED means that

every matrix elements of the S'-matrix (18) defining the concrete electromagnetic processes

have a definite structure, and algebraical relations exist between them. In particular, in the

momentum representation, the so-called vacuum polarization diagram in the second order of the

perturbation theory has the form

fWfc) = (*„*„ - 9fiUk2)U(k2) (21)

and the relation _

^ ^ -rV(p,9)|,=o (22)

is valid between the vertex function rM(p,<j) and the self-energy of the "sqr-electron" £(p). The

relation (22) generalizes the Ward-Takahashi identity in QED. Here in accordance with (19) and

(20) we have

~ie2 r r ~
= 77^-u / <iAp(A) / d4fcA(fc2)7/I5(p-fc,A)7;t (23)

(2TT)4 J J

and
r

J d*kA((p - k)2)Expec. [>fD{q + k)<fb{k)-f) =
m

/ j dAkA((p - k)2)YS(q + k, X)rS(k, X)Y (24)

where 5(p, A) = (A — p) l and A(k2) = (—k2 — ie) 1. For the proof of the relation (22) consider

the identity

^ M ^ ) (25)

Further, it is easy to verify the identity (22) by differentiating (23) over p^ and making use

of the equality (25), and choosing other momentum variables in (24) and assuming q = 0,

p' = p + q = p. The relations of the type q^t^(p, q)\p'2=p2=\2 = 0 follows from the definition

vfi tn

=qli / / dXldX2p(Xi)p(X2)



= D(Pl) - D{p2) =

m

= I dXp(X) [S(pi, A) - S(p2, A)] (26)

if 9 = pi - p2.

Now let us demonstrate the gauge invariance of the photon self-energy diagram in the "square-

root" QED and matrix element is given by

U^(k) = e2Expec. U' cTpTr [7"5(p + k)-fb{p)\ \ =

m

= e2 j d\p(X) j cTpTr [ fS(p + fc, A)7
J/5(p, A)] (27)

—m

Here we have used the n-dimensional gauge invariant regularization procedure due to 't Hooft

and Veltman (1972) and the definition (20). After some calculations we obtain the same form

as (21)
o-n/2 i

iWfc) r ( 2 ) ( f c ^

1

f dx • x( l - x) [A2 - fc2x(l - x)]n/2~2 (28)
o

which is manifestly gauge invariant. Investigation of the higher-order matrix elements for the

5-matrix (18) can be carried out by a similar method as above.

3 Square-Root Nonlocal Quantum Electrodynamics

3.1 Spread-out Wave Function

It is easy to verify that the exact representation
l

D(x) = f dXpo{X) [A3Sm(xA)] , (xA = x0 • A, x • A) (29)

can be obtained for the propagator (10) defined by the square-root Klein-Gordon operator (9).

Here

TrVl - A2

is the probability distribution satisfying similar properties (4). On the other hand, from the

definition (29) the wave function (2) can be written in the form

l

<p(x) = J dXpo(X)xV2ipm(xX) (31)
- l

6



In expressions (29) and (31) ipm(xX) and Sm(x\) are denoted by the Dirac wave function and

its Green function with mass m, respectively. T-product of functions (31) gives the propagator

(29). Indeed, by the definition

D{z-y) =<0\T[<p{x)<p*(y)]\0>=

l l

- I JdX1p0(\1)p0(X2)Xl/2Xl/2 < 0\T {^m{xXl)^m{yX2)} |0 >=
- l - l

l

= JdXpo(X)X3Sm((x-y)-X) (32)
- l

where we have used definition (14):

< 0|T {</>m(zAi)^m(yA2)} |0 >= <5(Aj - X2)Sm((x - y)Xl)/p(X1) (33)

We see that the wave function (31) is complicated and possesses nonlocal or string-like

properties. If we choose the plane-wave solution for the Dirac spinor

~ P X 'P° = V™2

in (31), then direct calculation gives

1 u(p)
x) -

Here 1F2 is the generalized hypergeometric function (series).

3.2 A Charge Distribution and Modification of the Photon Propagator

Distributional or nonlocal character of the propagator (29) and the wave function (31) gives

rise to introducing a hypothesis that an electric charge of charged "square-root" particles (say,

electrons) is not point-like and has also some distribution p(r) over space. To realize this idea,

we should smear out the infinitely sharp delta function involved in the definition of the idealized

concept of a point-like charge, by the following change

eS(r) =£• epe(v)

where a first consistent scheme is

^ ( ) = <J(r) (35)

Here the distribution pe(r) describes the extended electric charge due to the existence of some

parameter £ dimension of length we call it the fundamental length. Of course, the form of the

distribution pe(r) is different from (3) or (30).



In a previous paper (Namsrai, 1996) we have found explicit form of this distribution

^ r 2 / ^ ) > ( 3 6 )

which leads to the "nonlocal" Poisson equation

A^(r) = -ept{r) (37)

and its solution is the nonlocal Coulomb potential

This potential, in turn, is related to a nonlocal photon propagator by

3re-iPV<(r) (39)

in the static limit. As shown in Namsrai (1996) with the choice of the nonlocal photon field

Aj(x)= J' dAyP}{x-y)All{y) (40)

the photon propagator

_ i
 a f

~ (2 r r )4^ J

coincides with (39) in the static limit for the momentum space. Here

P2e(x) = j ~ j Jpe-wfi(p) = exp [ ^ ] 5^(x) (42)

is the generalized distribution and the Fourier transform defines as

in the Euclidean space. So that

= [p?(P>Po)]2|Po=o (43)

as it should be. In (43) pe(p) is the Fourier transform of the charge distribution (36). The

extended form of the charge distribution (42) in the Minkowski space-time is just the generalized

function investigated in Efimov (1977, 1985). We see that the modified Coulomb law (38) with

(36) is

tpt(r) = (e/4nr)(p{r/e) (44)

where (p(x) is the probability integral

X

2 f
4>(x) = —j= \ dte~

V7* J



It is natural that in our theory, the self-energy of the extended charge is finite

- £ (45)

and the photon propagator A^(x) = — gfiUAe(x) has no singularities at the point x = 0,

oo

0

Our next problem is to construct nonlocal electromagnetic interaction of quantized fields (2) [or

(31)] and (40) with the propagators (20) [or (29)] and (41), respectively. We call this scheme

the square-root nonlocal quantum electrodynamics.

3.3 A Nonlocal Gauge Transformation and the Square-Root Nonlocal Elec-

tromagnetic Interaction

In the nonlocal case, instead of (15) and (16) we use the following nonlocal gauge transformation

in accordance with the charge distribution (36) and the nonlocal photon field (40):

A^x)^A^x) + d^f{x)

[ f 1

ie j d4yp\{x-y)f{y)\
— — I f 1
ip(x) -» tp(x) exp -ie / d4ypj(x - y)f(y) (46)

L J J

This transformation gives rise to the change

8^ -> (<9M - ie J d4yp2
e(x - y)Ali(yM(x)

d^ -> ( ^ + ie j d4yp2
e(x - y)Afl(y))^(x) (47)

in the Lagrangian density (6). The change (47) in turn gives the interaction Lagrangian

Lfn(x) = eNfax,\l)A
e(x)iP(x,\2)} (48)

instead of (17). Here Ae = f ^ ( i ) ,

At
ll(x)=Jd*yf${x-y)All(y)

e is the electron ("square-root") charge and pi{x) is its distribution.

Formally, the 5-matrix can be written in the form of T-products as in (18):

5 = Expec .T exp { f dAxLe
in (x) 1 (49)

{A,} U J



Investigation of matrix elements for this 5-matrix is similar to the local case (for details, see

Namsrai, 1996) and Section 2.

The construction of the perturbation series for the 5-matrix (49) is possible only within the

framework of a regularization procedure. In the square-root nonlocal quantum electrodynamics

it is sufficient to regularize the nonlocal photon propagator (41) and closed fermion loops. Thus,

for the regularized photon propagator in momentum space one gets

—a—too
02

—a+ioo

where we have used the Mellin representation

— Q+tOO

2«,0 < a

for the Fourier transform of the charge density [p|(x)] . Closed fermion loops are studied by

the same method as in Section 2.

3.4 The Calculation of the Primitive Feynman Diagrams in the Square-Root

Nonlocal QED

Here for pure illustrative purposes we consider simple matrix elements for the 5-matrix (49)

corresponding to diagrams of the self-energy and vertex function for the "square-root" electron.

Thus, the corresponding term in the S'-matrix for the diagram of self-energy is given by

i m

dX2 / dX3p(X2)p(X3) {-i : ip(x, X2)Ee(x - y)ip{y, A3) :} (52)
—m —m

where

- I / ) = /

Passing to the momentum representation and making use of our regularization procedure 5

which allows us to go to the Euclidean metric by using ko —> exp[i-7r/2]A;4, one gets

m

= [ d\p(X) limHe2) [d4xeipx^S(x, X)lflA
s
e(x) =

J * > o j
—m

m

• /
- m

10



Here pE = (—*P0iP)>7^ = (—*7o?7) a n d &E = (^4,k). Taking into account the Mellin repre-

sentation (51) for the form factor V(kE£2) and, after some calculations, we have

—m —a+too

where

^ / ( 1 i i ) t ( § ) ' <55)
j

0

is a regular function in the half-plane Re£ > — 1. Assuming the value A2^2 to be small, one can

obtain
l

£<(p) = J dXp(X){^ J du(2X - up) In ( l - ^ u ) -
- m 0

1 v'(l)
,(1) 12 A"

Let us calculate the correction to the electron mass

m m

Sm= f d\p(X){X0 - A) = - f d\p(X)T,(X) =

= £ a I dXp(X) [x + 0(1)] A = 0 (57)
—m

where x — m [l/(^2^2)]- Expression (57) means that in the square root QED the electron mass

is not of electromagnetic origin.

Analogously, in accordance with the Expectation rule (20) in the momentum space and in

the Euclidean metric vertex function takes the form

m

,P) = J d kE
V{{pE-kE)H2) X - kE - qE A -

7 7

(58)

Again passing to the Minkowski metric and using the generalized Feynman parametrization, one

gets,
™ ' —a—ioo \

OTV 2l J (SinTT^)'1 1 (1 + £) I
—a+ioo /

where

11



Here
1 1 1

1 f f f
i,p) = — I I I da.d(3d'y8(l — a — (3

"(1 - £ ) J J J
o o o

1 1 1

0 0 0

+ 4A(/% - app) + (ap

+(ap-Pq)lfl(ap-/3q)} (60)

Let us calculate the vertex function (59) for two cases: first, when q = 0 and p has an arbitrary

value; second, when q is an arbitrary quantity and p, p\ are situated on the A-mass shell. In the

first case, assuming q = 0 in the formula (60) and after some standard calculations, one gets

Comparing this formula with the expression (55) for the self-energy of the "square-root" electron,

it is easily seen that

£) (62)

From this identity we can obtain a very important conclusion. In the square-root nonlocal QED

constructed by using the concept of the extended mass and charge densities the Ward-Takahashi

identity is valid,

r^(p,P) = -S-x(p) (63)
"Pfl

In the second case, one can put

"(Pi)r,i(pi,p)tt(p) = u{pi)A.fl{q)u{p) (64)

where u(pi) and n(p) are solutions of the Dirac equations

(p-A)u(p)=0 , «(pi)(pi-A) = 0

Substituting the vertex function (59) into (64) and after some transformations, we have

" ( P I W & P I . P M P ) =M(PI )A M (£ ,9 )« (P ) (65)

Here

12



l l l

0 0 0

gi(a,(3,1,q
2)= [ ( l - « ) 2 ( l - O | ^

<fe(a,/?,7,g2) = 2 a ( l - a ) £ (66)

In order to avoid infrared divergences in the vertex function we have here introduced the pa-

rameter e = fj,2h/X
2 taking into account the "mass" of the photon. Finally, one gets

m

M(g) = f d\p(X) [7^i(Q2) + ^<V9,*2(92)] (67)

where

*.,_2x_ <? 1 "T°° di v(0
( 5 n o * r j i T o < . « 1 > (68)

a+zoo

It is easy to verify that the vertex function A^q) satisfies the gauge invariant condition

(69)

Let us write the first terms of the decomposition for the functions F\(q2) and F2(g
2) over two

small parameters X2£2 and q2/X2:

Fi(q2) = £ [x - 2a - v'(0) + \ - 6C - 3A2£2,(1)] + | ^ x

where a = ln(A2/fi2
h),C = 0,577215... is the Euler constant, a — e2/4ix, and x is defined above

in (57); and
n, r 9 „ -i

(71)

From this last formula we can see that corrections to the anomalous magnetic moment (AMM)

of leptons are given by

= - / dXp(X)F2(q
2) = ^ [l - ^( l )m 2^ 2 ] (72)

where we have used the properties (4) for the mass density p(X). The first term in (72) corre-

sponds to the Schwinger correction obtained in local QED. From the experimental values of the

13



AMM of the electron and muon one gets the following restriction on the value of the fundamental

length t

f < 1 . 2 x l(r14cm for 4
p

(73)
K 1 . 7 x l(T15cm for ^ J

3.5 The Self-Energy of the "Square-Root" Electron

Now the following question arises: how to co-ordinate classical (45) and quantum (57) expres-

sions for the electron self-energy. As seen above, the quantum contribution (57)

/

m r ,
2 / h \

l - A l n ( T )
he \XcroJ

(74)

is even equal to zero after integration over the A-variable. The self-energy of the electron in the

classical theory is given by (45):

Here the parameter ro = £ is the electron radius. Comparing formulas (74) and (75) shows that

the quantum correction to the mass value of the electron in difference of classical one depends

on its mass and increases only as the logarithmic function at ro —» 0. The passage h —> 0 in

(74) which corresponds to the classical limit, leads to an explicitly senseless result. Therefore

formulas (74) and (75) say that the corresponding principle between the quantum and classical

theories is not valid in the problem of the self-energy of the electron. However, in our scheme

one can expect that the corresponding principle will satisfy exactly. Indeed, it turns out that

in the second order of the perturbation theory quantum corrections 5mqu goes to classical ones

Strict at the limit h —)• 0, and all higher-order contributions turn to zero at h —> 0. The proof of

this assertation is the same as in the Efimov (1977) nonlocal theory.

Let us consider in detail the structure of the integral defining corrections to the electron

mass. For this purpose we turn to the expression (53) and use the standard definition

SX = -X[A(X2)+B{X2)]

Z2-l = B(X2) + 2A2 \A'{\2) + B'{\2)]

where SX and Z2 are renormalization constants in the mass operator

Er(p) = {\A(p2) + B(p2)p} + 6X- (Z2 - l)(p - A)

and choose the system of reference, where the vector ps = (—iA, 0), one gets

( 7 6 )

14



Here we have shown an explicit dependence on the Planck constant h, since we will be interested

in the limit h —> 0. Integrating over the Euclidean angles and after some transformations the

expression (76) takes the form

? A e2 7 ( (£ \ 2 \
Sm= I dXpiX)-^^— I duV ( 4 ( T ) u \ Q{u) (77)

—m

where Q(u) = 2u + (1 — 2u) y/l + 1/u, and Ao = h/Xc is the Compton wave length of the electron

with the "stochastic" mass A. From the obtained formulas we see that contributions to the mass

dm have two limits (74) and (75) for the cases £ « Ao and £ » Ao, respectively. Indeed,

asymptotic behaviour of the function Q(u) is given by:

//u, u « 1,
Q(u) = I

3/4u, u » 1,

On the other hand the function V(u) = exp[—u/4] is order of unit for u < 1 and decreases

rapidly for u > 1, so that
m 2 (Ao/*)

6m ~ / d\p(\)\— I duQ(u)
J he J0

For t « Ao contribution to the integrand is given by large quantities of u, and therefore

m

d\p(X)T^]r-cHX0/i)
2=0 (78)

and

i.e. we obtain the quantum field expression for the self-mass (74). For £ » XQ contribution to

the integrand is defined by small values of u, and therefore

(Ao/*)2

and

f duQ{u) ~ I

TO

, f „ , , , , e 2 ft 1
om ~ / dXp(X) • AT— • const =

J K ' he X - c - e (2TT)

e2

(2TT)3 /2 2C2£
—m

i.e. we get the classical expression for the self-mass (75) which does not depend neither on the

Planck constant nor on the electron mass m.

Thus, obtained formulas for the corrections to the mass (74) and (75) are valid for any

relations between the fundamental length £ and the Compton wave length of the electron Ao =

15



h/Xc and for the limits £ << Ao and £ » Ao give true asymptotic value for quantum and

classical theories, respectively.

Finally, it should be noted that as shown in Efimov (1977) contributions from all higher-

order of the perturbation theory turn out to be zero at the limit h —> 0. This assertation is valid

in our case. Moreover, the equality (78) holds for the full massive operator £(p) on the A-mass

shell:

^JA (79)
where A2 = P2,PU(P) = ^w(p)> G and A are full Green functions of the electron with the

stochastic mass A and photon, and F-is full vertex part. We know that Green functions of the

electron and photon decrease as G(k) — 0(1/k) and A(fc) = 0(l/k2) for k —> oo. In accordance

with the Ward identity

From this we conclude that expression (79) diverges as a logarithmic function as well as in (74)

and is proportional to A and therefore

m

/ dXp(X)ll(p2 = A2)dXp(X)ll(p2 = A2) = 0

—m

for all orders of the perturbation theory.

In conclusion we notice that in the square-root quantum electrodynamics it is not necessary

to regularize the square-root electron mass, i.e., the physical mass of the electron m coincides

with the bare one m0 in the Lagrangian (5).
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